Paris, Ohio
This transposes to ISOPHORIA, the quality or state of having the visual axes of the two eyes in the same horizontal plane (W3).

Encore

These 30 town-and-state name transposals are taken from just thirteen states: Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Iowa, Maine, Michigan, Minnesota, Montana, New York, Ohio, Oregon, Texas, Utah. It would be good to extend this small transposa! collection to encompass some of the other states. Can anyone add further states to this list?

There is one further way to extend the list above, and that's to find examples of "town X is in state Y, and town Y is in state X". Revisiting the material used for the article A Statename Chain (Word Ways, November 1970), it's worth recording that there is a town called Virginia in Washington state (in Kitsap county), and a town called Washington in Virginia state (in Rappahannock county). So, we can legitimately offer the following 18-letter specimen, deserving of a place at the top of the list in this article!

Virginia, Washington – Washington, Virginia

A POEM

MARTIN GARDNER
Norman, Oklahoma

This is an excerpt from Gardner's 1969 book Never Make Fun Of A Turtle, My Son (Simon and Schuster, illustrated by John Alcorn).

Share Toys

Be kind and share your toys, dear Rose,
With friends who come to call.
Don't be a selfish little girl
And start a noisy brawl.

If Pattie, Les and Tina
Play with something that is yours,
You mustn't yell and stamp your feet
And order them outdoors.

A girl who never shares her toys
With friends who come to play,
Will soon discover that her friends
Prefer to stay away.